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The HEAR Scholarship Foundation’s mission is to provide financial and mentoring support to Chicagoland
high school graduates of need who have demonstrated academic excellence, commitment to community,
and personal integrity in pursuing their dream of a college education.
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A MESSAGE FROM HEAR PRESIDENT
CHRIS EIGEL

Dear HEAR Scholarship Foundation Friends and Supporters:
I am pleased to report that HEAR has continued to make great strides in 2020 in spite of COVID-19. We
were able to conduct our scholar selection process virtually in April and have another very strong class of
30 outstanding students in financial need with terrific academics, test scores, faculty recommendations and
community involvement.
While we had to eliminate some of our traditional events, such as the Awards Ceremony in May, we were able to conduct many of
our workshop-type events virtually. We also made the difficult decision to cancel our annual Fundraising Benefit due to the
uncertainties surrounding COVID-19.
As you can imagine, the Fundraiser has always been one of our most significant sources of funds. With that event cancelled, we will
need to make a more direct request to our donors. We greatly appreciate the support we have received over the years and are
hopeful that it will continue in these challenging times.
Of course, our scholars are facing many challenges, many of them still unknown, with regard to their college experience. Schools are
handling classwork in a wide variety of ways, and changes are made on an almost daily basis. One thing is certain: this will be the
strangest school year we have ever experienced, and we are committed to doing whatever we can to support our scholars.
While the thrust of HEAR is providing scholarships to deserving students, we have found that our support activities, including
mentoring, internship assistance, workshops, and even placement assistance are greatly appreciated by many of our scholars.
Providing these types of services also sets us apart from most other organizations that provide financial assistance. Many write
checks, but few go beyond. When we are making grant applications, these ancillary activities help us address the question of what
we do that other scholarship organizations don’t also do.
In spite of current conditions, we are pleased with the following highlights of our year so far:
Accepted 30 new scholars into the HEAR Class of 2024;
Welcomed 30 new HEAR Mentors into the HEAR Family;
Congratulated 10 students from the HEAR Class of 2020 on their successful college graduation;
Committed in excess of $2,800,000 to HEAR's Scholarship and College Access Programs;
Reached students at over 130 high schools within the Chicagoland area;
Maintained an overall cumulative GPA of over 3.5;
Achieved a 98% four-year college graduation rate and a 100% college persistence rate.
We are extremely grateful for the support we continue to receive from our Directors,
volunteers, and donors. You make our programs possible as we continue to work to realize
our vision of making college a realistic goal for high-achieving students of need in the
Chicagoland area.
Thank you!
Chris Eigel
HEAR Scholarship Foundation President

Right: Rachael P.
HEAR Class of 2024
University of Pennslyvania

A MESSAGE FROM HEAR EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR VERA POLLINA

Dear Friends,
This is a year when we recognize character. Resilience. Strength. Adaptability. Resourcefulness.
Practical optimism. Grit. Determination. And perhaps a smidgen of a sense of humor. These are the
qualities that get communities through a crisis.
These qualities are represented by no one better than the HEAR Family of Scholars. Today, when I look for inspiration, I look to the scholars in
HEAR's Program and the way they are handling themselves. HEAR Scholars have been adapting to change while maintaining their eyes on
their goals. They have responded to every challenge 2020 is throwing their way with enviable grace. Many of their family members have lost
their jobs, some, their homes. Yet, through it all, these outstanding young men and women continue to persevere, knowing that higher
education is the key to getting themselves, and their loved ones, out of their current situation. I am in awe of these young people.
The qualities and ideals I mentioned above are the ones you have continued to support for years. As the world changes around us, so the
HEAR Scholarship and Mentoring Program adapts, adjusts, and continues.
We do not know what the next year will look like.
We do know that these inspiring young adults need us now, perhaps more than ever.
We do know that the need for financial and socio-emotional support at college will be needed more next year than in previous ones.
We do know that HEAR and its supporters are strong, and committed to ensuring equitable access to education and inclusion for all.
We do know that we will be here to rise to that challenge because of you, our supporters and extended family.
Thank you for your constancy and your commitment to HEAR's cause. I look forward to keeping you updated on our scholars' progress as the
year unfolds. In the meantime, I wish you and your families a safe, and healthy, rest of the year.
In health,
Vera Pollina
Executive Director. HEAR Scholarship Foundation

SCHOLAR PROFILE

JERRY L., HEAR CLASS OF 2020
Jerry officially graduated from HEAR this summer, having completed his
biopsychology major. He stayed for an extra semester at University of Michigan to
finish a 2nd major in Computer Science. He will officially graduate in December,
2020. Over the summer, Jerry worked as a software development intern at
Quicken Loans, Detroit.
When asked about college life and being a HEAR Scholar, Jerry says, “With a
good, open mindset, you can definitely find people you like and enjoy your four
(or more!) years there. One thing for certain is that the experience is even better
when you have a support system like HEAR where students can turn to for
guidance and assistance. If I ever had any problems, it was always easy to find
someone to listen and to ask for advice. It's always nice to know that there are
other people who are invested in your success and want nothing but the best for
you. That's something I am extremely grateful for and I'll always be trying my best
to make you all proud."

WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHY?
Who?
Any high school senior within the Chicagoland area who meets HEAR's selection criteria and
who excels academically. To date, recipients of a HEAR Scholarship have come from over 110
high schools within the Chicago Metropolitan Area and have widely diverse backgrounds. Over
70% are minority students, almost 70% are first-generation college goers, and all are low-income.
What?
Each student receives a $20,000 scholarship paid directly to the college over a four-year period. This may be applied to tuition, fees, room and
board. In addition, students are enrolled in a structured college access program, which provides them with a one-on-one mentor, access to
college and career readiness workshops, assistance with seeking internships and more.
Where?
HEAR Scholars are currently enrolled at 66 colleges and universities in the US and beyond.
Why?
The current national average graduation rate from a four-year college program for low-income students is 16%. HEAR is committed to
improving that statistic. By finding gifted students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds and providing financial and college access support
to assist students in their college career, HEAR offers a solution to diversity-related workplace challenges and fosters greater equality.

STATE OF THE PROGRAM
HEAR has been awarding college scholarships since 2009. Each year, the number of applications increases substantially. As a result of
continued support from you, HEAR has been able to increase the number of scholarships awarded annually in response. We are anticipating a
greater influx of applications than ever this fall given the current pandemic.
HEAR has now committed over $2.8m dollars in renewable scholarships and has enrolled over 140 students into its college access program.
37 graduates have now successfully completed their college education and continued onto either higher education or have found employment.
STEM subjects continue to be the most popular major choice among HEAR Scholars, with 55% of students choosing to pursue this field.
Business and Social Studies majors are also popular choices.
There are currently 104 students actively enrolled in HEAR's program and we were delighted to welcome back two students who had to take
a break from their studies for personal reasons. HEAR is proud of its 100% college persistence and 98% graduation rates!

SCHOLAR PROFILE
ALYSSA M., HEAR CLASS OF 2023
"The first semester of my sophomore year at USC has been great so far. Even though it is my most
academically challenging, I have been taking advantage of some amazing opportunities. I'm a member
of the USC Mock Trial team, and am preparing for upcoming competitions. I joined the Society of
Women in Law, serving as the Director of Wellness. I was also initiated into the Kappa Delta Chi
Sorority, Inc., a multicultural greek sorority on campus. I am making the most of this online experience,
while also taking the necessary precautions to stay safe and keep others safe during the pandemic.
Thanks to you and HEAR, I can enjoy my college experience without worrying about the cost of my
education."

HEAR BY NUMBERS 2020
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HEAR'S SELECTION PROCESS
As relationships with schools, counselors and support organizations continue to grow, so too does awareness of the HEAR Scholarship
Program. This is reflected in the increasing number of schools reached year-on-year. In 2019/2020, HEAR received applications from 133
different high schools within the Chicagoland area, a 23% increase from last year.
Eligibility criteria remained the same as and HEAR received a comparative number of applications compared to 2018/2019. Once again the
calibre of eligible applications was extremely high. Applicants were still required to submit two essays, a high school transcript, and a letter of
recommendation. As with previous years, there were sadly a proportion of students who had completed their application but whose letter of
recommendation and/or transcript were not submitted rendering their application inadmissible.
This year, approximately 40% of the 595 applications submitted met the initial eligibility criteria; a similar number to previous years. These
were subsequently evaluated by a team of 32 volunteer readers, each of whom read approximately 25 applications. The COVID pandemic
sadly forced the HEAR Scholarship Committee to change from the traditional in-person interviews to virtual ones on Zoom. Fortunately the
interview process went smoothly, and 30 new students were welcomed into the HEAR Family of Scholars in early May.

A MESSAGE FROM HEAR CO-SCHOLARSHIP
CHAIRS MARY KATE HATFIELD & PEGGY ROGERS

We would like to offer a sincere thank you to last year’s Scholarship Chair, Bob Wise, for his commitment to our scholars and for continuing to
grow the HEAR Scholarship Program.
We are excited to take over as Co-Chairs in what has turned out to be an unprecedented year. This is an unusual time for high school seniors
and college students alike. The pandemic continues to bring many challenges for families, and we are expecting the number of students who
apply for, and would benefit from, HEAR's Scholarship and Mentor Program to increase significantly this year. We remain committed to
connecting with scholars in this new normal and are determined to create positive change for both our current scholars and for the future
HEAR Class of 2025.
We would like to thank all of our donors for their support in the past years and call on your continued support this year. It is more important
than ever for us to continue to support current and future scholars with financial constraints. Our mentor program is also proving vital to our
scholars during this ever-changing school landscape.
Though this year’s fundraising efforts will look different, we are committed to our scholars, and to awarding as many new scholarships as
possible. Donor and volunteer support remain key to our success and continued growth. We are most grateful for your time and generosity.

A MESSAGE FROM HEAR MENTORING
CHAIR PATTI KELLY
Now in its 2nd year, the HEAR Mentoring Program has 60
adult mentors engaging one-on-one with their scholars
to guide and support them.
More than ever, mentoring is critical as our students face additional challenges in their new COVID college
environment. The Mentoring Program provides much-needed security as our scholars repeatedly have the
rug pulled out from under them.
As college rules continue to change and present challenges for our students, I believe that the HEAR
Mentoring Program is making a difference in our students’ success. The entire HEAR mentoring family is
committed to changing each of our Scholars lives!

SCHOLAR PROFILE

NIKOLA S.
HEAR CLASS OF 2024
"HEAR has been a huge help in assisting me to transition from high school to university as a firstgeneration, low-income student. As a current first-year student at Northwestern University in
Evanston, Illinois, I am studying Gender & Sexuality Studies along with Political Science.
The resources HEAR has to offer its scholars is beyond amazing. I am eternally grateful for the
support HEAR has provided me and will continue to provide for years to come.
My mentor has been extremely helpful and understanding when it came to starting school at
Northwestern and navigating life outside of school. We have met twice in the past two months to
talk about fears with starting school, navigating personal circumstances, and rethinking how I see
myself as a person.
I am extremely honored to be a scholarship recipient of the HEAR Scholarship Foundation because
without the them, my dream of going to Northwestern would not have come true."

HEAR ENRICHMENT COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES
Our Enrichment Committee, led by the AMAZING Mary Sue Smith, continues to remind our scholars that when
they join HEAR's program, they automatically become part of the family!
Each semester, Mary Sue and her team of volunteers continue to prepare, package, and send treats, stationery,
and more to all HEAR Scholars. These are always met with much excitment! With over 104 active students in
the fall of 2020, this is no small feat. We are grateful to all the volunteers who
help with this daunting task.
Of course, it isn't just packages that our scholars receive. They all get a birthday
card on their special day and gift cards for particularly strong academic
performance!

THANK YOU TO EVERYONE INVOLVED WITH THIS COMMITTEE!

HEAR SCHOLARS HAVE ATTENDED:
Agnes Scott College
Ball State University
Carroll University
Case Western Reserve University
Chapman University
Claremont McKenna College (CMC)
Columbia University
Cornell University
Dartmouth College
DePauw University
Dickinson College
Drake University
Elmhurst College
Elon University
Emory College
Florida A&M
Fordham University
Gettysburg College
Grand Valley State University
Hampton University
Harvard University
Howard University

HEAR HONOR ROLL:

Illinois Institute of Technology
Illinois State University
Illinois Wesleyan
Indiana University
Johns Hopkins University
Lake Forest College
Lewis University
Long Island University Brooklyn
Loyola University
Marquette University
Michigan State University
Middlebury College
Northeastern University (Boston)
Northeastern University (Illinois)
Northwestern University
Occidental College
Santa Clara University
Southern University A&M
St. Edward's University
St. Louis University, Missouri
St. Olaf College
Stanford University

Every year, we love to congratulate those students whose academic achievements deserve extra recognition. The HEAR Scholars
listed below all made honor roll (GPA at or above 3.7) over the past 12 months. A special mention to Jillian Gomez who had a
cumulative GPA of 3.91 upon graduation.

FALL 2019
Karina Barraza 3.8 (Class of 2020)
Pablo Esparza 3.83 (Class of 2020)
Jillian Gomez 4.0 (Class of 2020)
Aileen Acosta 3.93** (Class of 2021)
Amanda Bardhoshi 3.84** (Class of 2021)
Brianna Dang 3.92 (Class of 2021)
Gina Dudek 3.91** (Class of 2021)
Andrea Guzman 3.81** (Class of 2021)
Andres Lagunas 3.92*** (Class of 2021)
Nick Moran 3.92** (Class of 2021)
Zuriel Trejo 3.82** (Class of 2021)
Salma Barhoumeh** 3.92 (Class of 2022)
Eric Brzeski 3.91** (Class of 2022)
Nick Caputo 3.93** (Class of 2022)
Nicole Maimon 4.0*** (Class of 2022)
Jacqueline Mendoza 3.8** (Class of 2022)
Siyana Popova 3.86 (Class of 2022)
Taylor Smith 4.0*** (Class of 2022)
Ellery Therriault 3.93** (Class of 2022)
Daisy Trujillo 3.8** (Class of 2022)
Annie Zhou 3.84** (Class of 2022)
Melanie Zuniga 3.81** (Class of 2022)
Angelique Acevedo 3.71 (Class of 2023)
Kevin Alcantara 4.0 (Class of 2023)
Mearieta Clemente 4.0** (Class of 2023)
Ines Garcia-Valdivia 3.86** (Class of 2023)
Cathy Guan 3.93** (Class of 2023)
Darius Johnson 3.91** (Class of 2023)
Gurleen Kaur 4.0*** (Class of 2023)
Alyssa Matias 3.92** (Class of 2023)
Kiera McNeary 3.93** (Class of 2023)
Anthony Navarrete 4.0*** (Class of 2023)
Marc Ridgell 3.85** (Class of 2023)
Andrea Salamanca 3.7** (Class of 2023)
Aatika Shaikh 4.0*** (Class of 2023)
Alexandra Siek 4.0*** (Class of 2023)
Alondra Velazquez 3.85** (Class of 2023)

Syracuse University
Tampa University
UCD, Dublin, Ireland
UCLA
University of Illinois at Chicago
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
University of Miami
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
University of Missouri, Columbia
University of Missouri, St. Louis
University of Notre Dame
University of Oregon
University of Pennsylvania
University of Southern California
University of Toronto, Canada
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Vanderbilt University
Wake Forest University
Washington University of St. Louis
Xavier University (Ohio)
Xavier University of Louisiana
Yale University

SPRING 2020*
Aileen Acosta 4.0 (Class of 2021)
Amanda Bardhoshi 4.0 (Class of 2021)
Gina Dudek 4.0 (Class of 2021)
Andrea Guzman 4.0 (Class of 2021)
Andres Lagunas 4.0 (Class of 2021)
Nick Moran 3.8 (Class of 2021)
Lori Steffel 4.0 (Class of 2021)
Zuriel Trejo 3.8 (Class of 2021)
Eric Brzeski 3.86 (Class of 2022)
Nick Caputo 3.88 (Class of 2022)
Tara Deane 4.0 (Class of 2022)
Jean Dorelus 3.92 ( Class of 2022)
CJ Foronda 3.87 (Class of 2022)
Oliwia Lakomy 4.0 (Class of 2022)
Nicole Maimon 4.0 (Class of 2022)
Jacqueline Mendoza 3.93 (Class of 2022)
Justin Pita 3.8 (Class of 2022)
Taylor Smith 4.0 (Class of 2022)
Kress Stewart 3.9 (Class of 2022)
Ellery Therriault 3.86 (Class of 2022)
Aniyah Travis 3.83 (Class of 2022)
Daisy Trujillo 3.88 (Class of 2022)

Annie Zhou 4.0 (Class of 2022)
Melanie Zuniga 4.0 (Class of 2022)
Mia Cinquini 4.0 (Class of 2023)
Mearieta Clemente 4.0 (Class of 2023)
Ines Garcia-Valdivia 3.82 (Class of 2023)
Miguel Fernandez 3.84 (Class of 2023)
Evan Garrett 3.85 (Class of 2023)
Angelica Glogowski 4.0 (Class of 2023)
Cathy Guan 4.0 (Class of 2023)
Darius Johnson 3.93 (Class of 2023)
Gurleen Kaur 4.0 (Class of 2023)
Izabela Kwietniewski 3.89 (Class of 2023)
Alyssa Matias 4.0 (Class of 2023)
Kiera McNeary 4.0 (Class of 2023)
Kassidy Moy 3.91 (Class of 2023)
Anthony Navarrete 4.0 (Class of 2023)
Marc Ridgell 3.88 (Class of 2023)
Andrea Salamanca 3.9 (Class of 2023)
Aatika Shaikh 4.0 (Class of 2023)
Alexandra Siek 4.0 (Class of 2023)
Alondra Velazquez 4.0 (Class of 2023)
Lucy Weaver 4.0 (Class of 2023)

* It should be noted that due to COVID-19, a number of colleges
went to pass/fail and GPA scores were not recorded.
** Made honor roll in two or more terms
*** Scored a 4.0 in two or more terms

WINTER 2019

(Students on a trimester schedule)
Andres Lagunas 4.0*** (Class of 2021)
Salma Barhoumeh 4.0** (Class of 2022)
Lucy Weaver 4.0** (Class of 2023)

Right: Daisy E.
HEAR Class of 2020
Harvard University

ACTIVITIES & EVENTS
It sadly won't come as much of a surprise to hear that the majority of in-person events were
canceled or moved to a virtual format this year.
We look back fondly at the HEAR Fundraiser in December 2019, which saw the highest guest
attendance to-date. Friends and supporters of the Foundation helped us celebrate HEAR's milestone of
awarding 100 scholarships. HEAR Board Member and Mentoring Chair Patti Kelly was presented with
the 2019 HEAR Humanitarian Award for her work with restructuring the HEAR Mentoring Program.
Guests were entertained by the Ring of Music who put on a crowd-pleasing performance and ensured our guests danced the night away.
Thank you to everyone who supported our event, which raised an outstanding $300,000! We hope to be able to get close to this figure in 2020,
despite not being able to celebrate in-person. Look out for information on how you can still celebrate this year's achievements despite the
current pandemic. The students that HEAR supports need help more than ever.
2020 was the first year we were unable to hold our annual awards ceremony. This meant we couldn't officially welcome our new class of
scholars and congratulate the perseverance and grit of our graduating class. We hope to be able to celebrate the achievements of both classes
in the future.

WINTER SCHOLAR SOCIAL
We were fortunate to hold our winter scholar event in-person downtown and were delighted to welcome many of our current and graduated
scholars for an informative brunch and lively workshop.
Feedback from all attendees was very positive and many thanks go to Dr. Terri Thorkildsen, Brian Good, Sarah Jost, Britt Pollina and Board
Director Mary-Kate Hatfield, who volunteered their time over the holiday period to help with the event and share their experiences and
expertise.

FRESHMAN SUMMER WORKSHOP
The annual HEAR Summer Scholar event and freshman workshop was quickly reformatted to
an online version. Although students couldn't physically meet each other, staff or volunteers, the
College 101 workshop was still incredibly well received via Zoom. Thanks to all who made this
event so successful.

VISION FOR 2020/2021
HEAR was delighted to welcome two new board directors in 2020. Mary-Kate Hatfield and Peggy Rogers have been friends of the
Foundation for a number of years and both made the decision to become more involved with our program. They also agreed to co-chair the
HEAR Scholarship Committee and have worked hard to finalize this year's application process. Given the pandemic and current economic
climate, HEAR is anticipating a significant increase in the number of students applying for a HEAR Scholarship. We are grateful to Mary-Kate
and Peggy for their commitment and look forward to keeping you updated on both new applicants and the scholars currently enrolled in our
program!
The remodeled HEAR Mentoring Program has been very positively received over the last 12 months. With 60 volunteer mentors now part of
the program, it has been wonderful to see HEAR Students thrive under their guidance. These last few months have been unprecedented,
and the strong relationships formed between mentor and student have helped ensure students stay on track with their studies and continue
to thrive in college. In fact, HEAR is in awe of how well its student cohort has adapted to a completely unknown way of learning! The
resilience of HEAR Students has been remarkable. We will be in need of mentors for our incoming HEAR Class of 2025.
If you are interested in learning more about this aspect of our program please let us know.
Over the last 12 months, HEAR has continued to work hard building relationships with organizations within the Chicagoland area,
developing opportunities for internships for its current scholar cohort and securing future funding for its scholarship and college access
program. This initiative will continue to be a key focus in the coming year. Ensuring relevant work experience is crucial for HEAR Scholars,
many of whom don't have a professional network to collaborate with. Additionally, securing future funding is vital for HEAR to be able to
continue to help the most vulnerable in our community.
2020/2021 will undoubtedly continue to be a year of firsts and unknowns. The staff at HEAR is committed to ensuring its student population
continues to receive all the help and support they require to have a successful year. As for the incoming HEAR Class of 2025, we hope to be
in a position to award 30 new scholarships in May 2021. This will depend on HEAR's success in securing funds for its scholarship program.
The current pandemic has sadly forced HEAR to cancel its popular annual fundraiser, but the team is working hard on alternative methods of
fundraising, and we look forward to sharing news of this soon.
HEAR maintains that its structured framework of funding, coupled with socio-emotional support continues to help its students persevere,
thrive and succeed in college and is the reason for its 100% college persistence rate.
HEAR will continue to work hard to meet and overcome the challenges that will undoubtably be coming in the next 12 months. We look
forward to sharing our successes with you.

FINANCIAL
TRANSPARENCY
The HEAR Scholarship Foundation’s long-term sustainability plan is built on two guiding,
complementary principles: staying true to its donors’ direction in the use of funds, and maintaining
financial viability in its scholarship commitments. Operating and staff expenditure is funded from
directors' annual dues and additional contributions as well as a number of operating grants. All
other donations and grants support HEAR's Scholarship Program.
The cornerstone of the HEAR's mission is to guarantee the full amount of all scholarships awarded
regardless of fundraising situations or market fluctuations. In other words, the number of
scholarships awarded any given year may not exceed the total of scholarship funds held at the time
of giving. Any gifts designated specifically toward scholarship support go into the Foundation’s
reserves to underwrite HEAR’s commitment to its next class of scholars.
Right: HEAR Graduate Stephanie F. graduated from her masters degree,
She is now a mentor for a scholar in the HEAR Class of 2024!

THANK YOU TO OUR MENTORS
This year, more than any other, HEAR Mentors have been an instrumental part in ensuring the wellbeing of our student population. With rates of anxiety and depression currently soaring among college
students, our volunteer mentors have ensured an open line of communication and alerted HEAR Staff
of any potential problems. To you all, thank you - we are deeply grateful.
Gina Affolter, Larry Basil, Jennifer Bax, Sue Boehm, Liesel Brown, Bob Browne, Shannon Burke, Greg Cadichon, Kelly Canoy, Shaun Cavanagh, Dorothy
Christensen, Gina Cocking, Robin Cook, Christina DalPorto, Karoline Eigel, Chris Eigel, Brent Engelberg, Ari Ericson, Stephanie Fernandez, Kristy Flores, Linda
Glew, Brian Goad, Brian Good, Steve Hall, Jacqueline Homuth, Maura Honan, Sara Horkavi, Peter Jost, Sarah Jost, Patti Kelly, Justin Kirkegaard, Katie McCalla,
Dee Macey, Rula Marziani, Suzanne Meagher, Karen Morgan-Holmberg, Marija Pauly, Amy Pawasarat, Iliana Perea, Brittany Pollina, Megan Roberts, Peggy
Rogers, Dave Rogers, Dr. Barbara Royal, Missy Shinall, Adam Silca, Mary Sue Smith, Mike Spaniak, Elizabeth Stark, Katie Strzalka, Jennifer Voss, Alicia Waters,
Eugene Wedoff, Jim Weiss, Laura Whitting, Connor Whitting, Zoe Yeros, Cindy Ziemba, MJ Ziemba, Jim Ziemba, Justin Ziemba

THANK YOU TO OUR APPLICATION PRE-READERS
A team of 32 committed volunteers once again reviewed all eligible applications to HEAR's Scholarship Program. This meant that each reader
assessed and graded approximately 25 applications each. This is a time-consuming task and we are thankful to you for donating your time to
this essential part of the selection process.
Jennifer Bax, Sue Boehm, Bob Buchta, Christina DalPorto, Chris Eigel, Linda Glew, Linda Hamman, MK Hatfield, Mary Honan, Molly Hufton, Sheila Lally, Joe
Lamberti, Aimee Lamphere, Sam Levis, Dee Macey, Dave McCreery, Suzanne Meagher, Andrea Miller, Joe O'Malley, Adam Palmer, Iliana Perez, Joe Pollina, Ray
Pollina, Ana-Marie Postelnicu, Tayler Salo, Sarah Seavers, George Silca, Mike Spaniak, Megan Sullivan, Dr. Terri Thorkildsen, Michael Wise, Jim Ziemba

THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS!
Without you, The HEAR Scholarship Foundation would not be able to support the bright, young adults in its program. It is because of you that
we can continue our work to improve equitable access and inclusion to higher education to some of Chicagoland's brightest and best lowincome students. THANK YOU.
$100,000+ Robin & Kirk Kirkegaard;
$25,000+ The Chaddick Foundation, Dow McVean Jr;
$10,000+ The Senser Foundation, Ashley & Justin Ziemba;
$5,000+ Bob Browne, Cesaroni Design, The Dauten Family Foundation, Dorman Trading LLC, Chris Eigel, Richard Irvine, Patti Kelly, Joe Lamberti, Ray Pollina,
Michael Scott, Michael Spaniak, George Silca. Dan Strzalka, Jim Weiss, Bob Wise, Gaye & Len Wislow, Jim Ziemba;
$2,500+ Bank of America Matches, Katie & Dick Gottfred, Randy Johnston, Andrew Kirkegaard, The Wallace Family Foundation;
$1,000+ Gina Affolter, Diane Archibald. Larry Basil, Jean Borelli, James Braccile, Johnny Buchta, Robert Cihlar, John Flaherty, Dallas Fox, MK & Gabe Hatfield, The
Insurance Industry Charitable Foundation, George Kawasaki, Dana Kirkegaard, Justin Kirkegaard, Sonja Laughlin-Koenig, Charles Maines, Beth & Adam
McCostlin, Christopher Mundy, David Paloyan, Christian Pollina, Jo & Mike Ragen, Paul Reardon, Peggy Rogers, The Vogel Charitable Foundation, Hilary & Jim
Walsh, Mary Wilkinson, The Wentcher Foundation, The Wilson Family Charitable Fund, Sarah & Tony Yang, MJ & Jason Ziemba;
$500+ Lucy & Bob Burne, Kristen Denzin, Beth Flatley, Carrie & Steve Fowler, Anne & JP Gallagher, Gil Goodman, John Kalil, Thomas Koenig, Edward Mack,
Richard Mackey, Rula Marziani, Lynn & Dave McCreery, Ellen Paloian, Mary Ploen, Charles Pyne, Harri & Toby Roberts, Mary & Kevin Speicher;
$250+ Ann & Peter Anderson, Richard Black, Margaret Borrasso, Lori & Serge Bourdon, John Chikos, Christina Couri, Helen & Tom Eichler, Mary & Steve
Ethington, Daniel Farrelly, Jack Feeney, Marc Ferstel, Linda Glew, Holly & Brian Good, Sally & Jonathan Gregory, Michael Hall, Susan Hall, Jean & Donald Hoffman,
Pat Holden, Sara Horkavi, John Kelly, BJ Korman, Jennifer Lulias, David Marks, Mary Mittl Pollina, Danny Monckton Jr., Joe O'Malley, Patricia Pollina, Megan
Roberts, Lindsey & Adam Silca, George Spaniak;
$100+ Manuel Alfaro, Charles Basil, Jennifer Bax, James Berkenfield, Sue Boehm, Marikay Boraca, Daniella Borja, Michael Brigham, Allyn Brooks, Timothy
Brousseau, Liesel Brown, Robert Buchta, Amy & Jeff Bucklew, Thomas Chomisz, Katy Crown, Nancy & Craig Davis, Vicky & Luke De Roeck, Ann & Barrett
Feeney, Dana & PJ Fitzsimons, Maura Flaherty, Stephen Forgette, Kurt Gamauf, Nancy & Alan Gambrel, Anthony Gennaoui, Sue & Jim Hamer, Linda & Dave
Hamman, Daisy Hatsis, Dana Kirkegaard, Anthony Lindsay, Katie & Kevin McCalla, Candice McLaws, Christopher Menconi, Joe & Dawn Pollina, Amy & Brent
Pollina, Darcy & John Powers, Ian Rose, Roger Schmidt, William Schult, Andrew Schurle, Todd Snyder, Hilda Ziemba;
Up to $100 Keith Claunch, Gina Divito, James Paloyan, Doug Smith, Jenny Sterrett.

SCHOLAR PROFILE
CAITLIN S. HEAR CLASS OF 2023
Caitlin is returning to Elon University this semester after spending a semester studying abroad at the
University of Otago Dunedin, NZ. She is also back at her work study position at the Boys and Girls Club
and Salvation Army. Elon is currently back to mostly in-person learning, thought there has been a lot of
back and forth due to COVID outbreaks on campus. Overall, Caitlin is extremely grateful to be back at
school and getting as high quality of an education that she can in these hard times.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR
SUPPORT.

HOW CAN YOU HELP?
HEAR is actively seeking partnerships with individuals and organizations in the Chicagoland area to ensure future funding and success of
its programs. There are numerous ways to help support the HEAR Scholarship Foundation:
Consider becoming a donor or sponsor;
Ask whether your organization has a gift matching policy;
Become a mentor for a future HEAR Scholar;
Provide access to internships to HEAR Scholars in the summer and during winter and spring breaks;
Offer career exploration days and job shadowing;
Volunteer to be a speaker at a workshop and explain career opportunities within your organization.

HEAR BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Bob Browne, Greg Cadichon, Chris Eigel (President), Karoline Eigel, Patti Kelly, Steve Hall, Mary Kate Hatfield, Joe Lamberti (Vice President),
Peggy Rogers, Michael Scott, Michael Spaniak, George Silca (Secretary/Treasurer), Dan Strzalka, Jim Weiss, Jim Ziemba, Justin Ziemba.

